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In fact, "In a sense, Napoleon brought the revolution to an end in , but he was also a child of the revolution"
Spielvogel , 1. The War of was the logical extension of the embargo program as the United States declared
war on Britain. Under the Jacobin terror the wealthy classes were compelled to conceal their wealth. Their
class outlook, morality and values were suddenly dominant. The revolutionary armies would abolish feudal
obligations and confiscate the property of the clergy and the aristocracy. Emboldened by his writings, radicals
demanding greater rights attempted to force reforms on the government. The real question is whether
Napoleon was the legitimate heir to the visions of the French revolution. De Gaulle wanted to challenge the
Anglo-Saxon monopoly on Western weapons by having his own Force de frappe. It just so happened that the
peasantry was also the basis of Napoleon's army, which worshipped him. France and Austria, two reactionary
monarchies, strenuously opposed American republicanism and wanted the United States to have no voice
whatsoever in European affairs. Eisenhower did give De Gaulle his word that Paris would be liberated by the
French as the Americans had no interest in Paris, a city they considered lacking tactical value. Disguised
royalists crawled out of the woodwork and began to plot and intrigue. The party strife in turn reflected a shift
in the relation between different classes. Clemenceau had little confidence in what he considered to be the
unrealistic and utopian principles of US President Woodrow Wilson : "Even God was satisfied with Ten
Commandments , but Wilson insists on fourteen" a reference to Wilson's " Fourteen Points ". The old
revolutionary virtues of equality and fraternity were openly mocked, while freedom was only for the nouveaux
riches who had made their fortunes out of the Revolution and now wished to enjoy life in peace and quiet.
Now they flaunted it openly. But in , when the Revolution was still in full flood, the 23 year-old Bonaparte
was still swimming with the tide. His example served as an inspiration to the workers of France in the 19th
century and his ideas had an influence over the young Marx and Engels. The Egyptian campaign started well.
This caricature of America, which was already broadly endorsed at the beginning of the century, served to
essentialize French national identity. Infantry they were originally part of Patton's Army came from the west.
At Tivoli 8, Austrians were killed. The stranglehold of the Church on social life was shattered. The reactionary
nature of this document is nowhere clearer than in the section that deals with the family: "The authority of the
father over his wife, his children, and the property of the family was strengthened, as against the revolutionary
tendency towards equality of persons and equal division of property. After gaining power in France he
crowned himself the emperor in  He claims to represent the whole People, and speaks in its name. The
Bonaparte family was considered Corsican aristocrats, however they were not wealthy compared to French
nobles. Its provisions were incorporated into the United Nations Charter and other treaties and it became a
stepping stone to a more activist American policy. The radical elements of the educated Italian middle class in
the cities were mainly pro-French. A very clear picture emerges of this child - and leading his schoolmates in a
snowball battle is definitely not part of it. When it was advantageous to appear as a Jacobin, he donned the
tricolour, but later he swung against the Jacobins with equal alacrity when their star waned. Giving a legal
form to the counterrevolution, the Convention abandoned the draft constitutions of both the Jacobins and
Girondins and drew up a new constitution that stressed duties more than rights. What Napoleon destroyed -
and he destroyed it utterly and completely - was the political regime established by the Revolution. But he
miscalculated. An army of spies infested France, so that the Emperor was kept informed of any opposition and
could crush it immediately. His persistence and his tactical clarity of vision had made the difference. The reply
of the Revolution was the manifesto of 27 July 


